
[U

20

30

R5

40

Q3

65

tgqacfiiqtt

qatgcgtgat

ccgtcaagtc

aaactcltcg

tttttgaaaa

gficaagatcc

tttcccctcg

cggtgagaat

tgcgtattgg

tqcgqcqagc

ataacgcagg

ccgagctgct
gctcaagtca

gaagctccct

ttctcccttc

tgtaggtcgt

gcqccttatc

tggcagcagc

tcttgaagtq

tgctqaagcc

ccgctggtag

ctcaagaaga

gttaagggat

ggaattaatt

gcccttttaa

tatatcctqt

qcgqagnatt

cgtttggaac

attgqgcgcg

<1l0> 31

all]? 3367

-:1l’_’> ADN

ES 2 344 691 T3

gqtgattttg aacttttgct ttqcchcggi

ctqatccttc aactcagcaa

agcgtaatgc

agcatcaaat

tctgccaqtg

gaaactgcaa

aqccutttct qtaatgaaqg

tgqtatcqqc ctgcgattcc

tcaaaaataa

ggcaaaagct

gcgcbcttcc

ggtatcagct

aaagaacatg

gqcgtttctc

939§t9QC9a

cgtgcgctct

999!-scat!

tcqctccaag

cqgtaactat

cactgqtaac

qtqgcctaac

agttaccttc

cqgtqqtttt

tcctttgatc

tttggtcatg

cctgtqgttg

atatccgatt

caaacactga

aagggagtcn

tgacagaacc

cugaattcqa

<113> Bariflus I."mrfngr'errsf.-r

4220}

<3’1| 3- ca1'acle|'is[ica_m1's<:

~:222;»(1)__(23rm

ggttatcaag

ctgcattaat

gcttcctcgc

cactcaaagg

tqngcaaaag

cataggctcc

aacccgacag

cctgttccga

gcgctttctc

¢t9995t9t9

cgtcttgaqt

aggattagca

tncggutaca

ggaaaaagaq

tttgtttgca

ttttctacgg

agnttatcaa

qcatqcacat

attctaataa

taqtttaaac

cgttacgacc

gcaacgctgc

qctcqgta:

<:223> St5¢.'U6l'1Cia dc codificacién dc Vip3(‘.—l2168

aagttcgatt

ttacnaccaa

tttattcata

aqaaaactca

qactcgtcca

tgagaaatca

gaatcggcca

tcactgactc

cggtaatacg

qccaqcaaaa

qcccccctga

gactataaag

ccctgccgct

atagctclcg

tgcacgaacc

ccaacccqgt

Qafififiafiflta

ctagalgnac

ttqqtaqct:

agcagcagat

ggtctgacqc

aaaggatctt

acaaatggac

acgctctttt

t9aa99¢9Q9

cccgccgntg

aggaattggt

17

b00901

a°9§¢=t9¢§

tattcaacaa

ttaaccaatt

tcaggattat

Ccuagacagt

acancaatac

ccatgagtga

‘=§59¢9§9§

gctgcgctcg

gttatccaca

ggccagqaa:

cgagcatcac

atnccagqcg

taccggatac

cégtaggtat

ccccqttcaq

aagacacqac

t9t‘99¢99t

aqtatttqgt

ttgatccqqc

tacgcgcaqa

tcagtggaac

cacctagatc

gaacggataa

cccttaggtt

auacgacaat

acgcgggaca

agcagcggcc

ttqt¢gggaa

agccgccqtc

ctgattagaa

caataccata

tccataqgat

aacctattai

cqactgaatn

a§39§C9!tt

gtugttcgqc

gaatcagqqg

cgtaaaaagg

aaaaatcgac

tttccccctg

ctgtccgcct

ctcagttcgg

cccqaccgct

ttatcgcca:

gctacagagt

atctgcgctc

aaacaaacca

aaaaaaggat

gaaaactca:

cttttgatc:

accttttcac

tacccgccaa

ctgatcatga

agzcgtttts

atttaaatca

IPR of US. Pat. No. 8,402,580

12160

12240

12300

12360

12420

12480

12540

12600

12550

12720

12780

Q2840

12900

12960

13020

13030

13140

13200

13260

13320

13330

13440

13500

13560

13520

13530

13?4D

13900

13329
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60

44005 3]

itgaatatqa

aatqqcattt

gatncaggtg

atttctggta

ttaaatacaq

natgatgtta

nttacatcta

tacttangta

cttattaact

qaaaaattcg

tcgcctgctg

aaaaatgacg

aataatttat

gtgaaaacaa

CCSCEBQCER

attqattaua

aacatccttc

agtgatgaag

gaaatqagca

tatcaaqttq

tgcccagatc

qtaattacta

aacttttatg

9ll9¢9939t

atcaqtgaaa

agattaatta

aqcaataaag

aacggqtcca

gtagatcata

ttttcacaa:

atattactal

atqqatttqc

qtaatctaa:

aattqgatqq

aattatctaa

ataacaaact

tgttaaqtqa

agcanttgca

ccacacttac

aagaattaac

atattcttga

ttgatgqttt

tcgqqcgttc

Qtfififiagtflfl

aagcttttct

cttctattat

ctacactttc

atgcaaagat

atgattcaat

ataaqqattc

antctgaaca

aaattgattt

attcttctac

atagaacgtt

catttttgac

ctttaacatg

aaactaaatt

tagaggagqa

C“99C9939t

ttattggaga

ES 2 344 691 T3

attaaacgca

cactggtatc

cttagacgaa

ggtauatqgg

qgaaatctta

cgatgcgata

tqtaatgaag

agnaatttct

tgaaattaca

ttttgctaca

tgagtcaact

tganttttac

agctttaaaa

agtaggaaat

tactttaaca

gaatgaacat

taatactttt

gnttgtggaa

cacagtatta

cttatcgoaq

aatatattat

cactaaaaaa

aqgagaaatt

aagtgctaat

tccgataaat

taaatcacat

gatcgtccca

caatttagaq

gaatggaact

taagttaaaa

agqqccctac

aaagacntta

atcctaaaga

agcttaaatq

aaaattgcaa

aatacgatgc

caaaattatq

gataaattag

cctgcatatc

qaaaccactt

gaattaactg

cttantacat

accgcttcag

gtctataatt

acatqccgaa

ttnaataagg

tctaatccta

gctaaaccag

aaagtatatg

qttatttatg

acaaataaca

atgaaaactt

qacttaaata

gatgatggag

qggtttggcc

ttaagagaac

ccaagtggtt

ccgtggaaag

aalgctttat

ccgaaaactg

18

000902

cgagttttat

tqaatatgat

atcaqcagtt

atcttatcqc

atgaacaqaa

ttcatatata

cqctaagtct

atattattaa

aacggattaa

taaaagtaaa

aactagcqaa

tccncgatqt

aattaattgc

tcttaattgt

aattattagg

aaaangagga

attatgcaaa

gacatgcatt

aqgctaaqct

gtgatacqqa

tagtattccc

taagatatga

aqaaaaaaqt

tgtatatgcc

tccaagctga

tnctgctagc

ttattagcaa

caaataatna

atgttcntaa

agtatgtant

tqattatttt

ttttaaaacg

actaaatgaq

acagqqaaac

tcaaqtctta

tctacctaaa

gcaaataqaa

cgtaaatqtt

acatgtgaat

aaaggatagc

aigtgttaca

antggtagga

taaagaaaat

attaacagct

cttagcagat

aettagagta

agttaaagga

qqttgggttt

aaaacaaaat

taaattnttt

aaatgaatat

qgtaacaqcg

agaatcaaqt

attaggcghc

tggauattéa

aacagactta

tattgtagng

gaatgcgtat

993¢99399i

ccantatact

SD

120

150

240

300

360

Q20

£80

S40

E00

E60

T20

T30

3&0

900

950

1020

1030

1140

1200

1250

1320

1330

1§40

1500

1560

1520

1680

1140

1300
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$3

<3J0> 32

<3ll> 788

<2l2> PRT

gttaangqaa

gataccauta

gatttalagg

aantttacaa

ccgaattctt

ttggggacaa

ataaqcttta

tttgncgna

tccaataata

tcatttgaaa

naccttctat

ataatttnaa

glgtgtattt

ttttaqanat

ggattacgac

atqggacctt

ctgcatcngq

gcaaccttat

ccgqattnta

acgtttctat

<213> Bm‘f.F!'u3 I!mringa'e‘nsr's

<".’20>

<32] > CTARACTERTS TI(‘.A_MISC‘.

<322> U) (783)

<:123> Toxina Vip3C-12168

<400> 3 3

11¢

Ila

50

Len

HSH

HER

33F

Met

Glu

nan

Gin

Leu

Hat Asn Asn

Ty: Phe Asn
20

nan Met Ile
35

Ila Leu Lys

61y val. Jun

Glu Leu
85

Th:

Val Lcu Ann
100

His
115

Ile Ty:

ES 2 344 691 T3

Th:

G1?

pne

HEN

G13
10

53!

Lou

tcatttanaa

agattatcaa

nnttttllal

taagcctgcg

tccaggggct

taqncaaagt

accatttaat

gtcttcaact

tgtagaactt

taaataa

Lys

Ile

Ly:

Gln
55

53!

Lye

Val

P10

gatgaaaata

actattafita

agtcnalatg

qagqacttat

agcatttcag

ctttcattaa

gtgacggtaa

aqtcatattt

tcccgtcgct

Len Ala
10

ASE

Phe

Th:
40

Th:

Gin Leu Leu

nan

Glu LBH
9G

11¢

nan Hfln
IDS

Ly:

Lys 119 Thr120

19

b00903

etgqatatat

aacqttttac

gngntglagc

taagcccagq

gaaatallct

acaqttattc

gaaattctag

ctgggacatt:

ctwtccwa

Arg Ala

Ala Th:

Gly Gly
45

Asn Glu
60

Leu 11:
15

L38 Ila

Leu Asp

Sat Met

Len

G1?

Asn

112

All

Ala

Ala

Len

tcattatga:

taclggalct

ttqgggagat

attaattaat

tttcattnac

aaattatagt

ggaagtatta

caaaactgaa

tqgtcacata

PS9 521 Phe
15

11::
30

359

Lin Th: Leu

sex sly Lys

Gln Ash
80

Ann Glu
95

Glfl

I1:
110

Ash Th:

set Val
125

1360

1920

1990

2040

2100

2160

2220

2230

2340

236?
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IE)
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H11:

Girl
145

LOU

Lyn

Th!

Leu

225

H511

Ma

Man

IA1:

SE:
305

Jun

Lys

Pro

Va].

Ly:
130

Lou

Ila

Ty:

I-an

Thr
219

Ely

Han

Lyra

Fhn

Thr
290

11!:

11¢

Val

G13;

Len
3'H‘.|

G191

G111

Val

Lys
195

Glu

Phe

Leu

G114

Leu
215

Thr

Met

Lam

His
3 55

L38

RSI‘!

6111

Set

130

Va 1

Leu

G1 1.:

E111:

nan
260

I19

A:-n

Pro

my
3!!)

Ala

V9.1.

119

Thr
165

G111

'J'h.r

Phe

G13!
24.5

Val

Va].

51 u.

Thr
325

SEE

Len

ES234469lT3

ma

Sex
150

1.21.1

Lys

Lys

Glu

Ty:
230

His
310

L{U

Va 1

Glu

Leu
135

MP

Th!

Phfl

LB'l.l
21.5

LELI

331'

Th:

Th:

Leu
295

Lcu

5&1‘

l3I.'I.l.

G-ly

sun L-cu Gin 11¢

Lys

Glu

E111

SE!
200

Ala

HSI1

Ala

Set

280

Len

Pull}

I he

Glu
185

SE:

1.3:

TB:

LEI1

61.}:
265

L011

Sly

Lys

Stan Th:

Phe
360

Ma -13:
33'5-

L311

40

000904

3'-UP

110

LEI]

PIO

Se:

Fhe

L35
256

3::

E11:

Leu

61 1.1

PhI
330

Me t.

119
155

FED

Thr

Ala

Va 1

His
235

‘Th:

GJ. u

J‘-\.‘I.a

Ala

Lya
315

SC!

313].‘

G1 11.

6.1.1: Ty: 1-on Sea:
110

Ila

3|-LI

P‘-1'12

Thr
220

Ma

Va].

339
300

Glu

3.‘!-n

Ile

I311

380

A511

'1')‘:

All

Ila
205

Ly:

Val

3&1?

Ile-

G1 1.:

Pro

Va].

365

T3:

G11:

Th]!
19!‘)

Infill.

nan

Met:

Glu

270

Eh-a

Eh:

Han

E11:
350

S9:

G.1n

115

Ell)

Asp

Val

2515

Val

LOU

Tyr
335

11!.

1:13

W: 1

Lyn

‘M1
160

1214:

Th]:

511.1

Val

my
2&0

Ill:

Thr

Thr

Val
320

Ala

Th:

R-59
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HI: 3-

H]

Lys
335

Pro

Th:

Glu

Glu

Val

Glu
515

?al

Ly:

Th:

Lee

625

Leu

11:
450

Th:

32?

élu

Len

Pro
530

Glu

Glu

Lys
610

Leu

nrq
435

Leu

Glu

Ran

Leu
515

FIG

His

Tyr
595

Asp

Ly:

Lou

Gin

Tyr
420

Leu

36!

Th:

set
500

Leu

SEE

R31’)

Th:

my
550

val

Glu

Me

so:

set
405

Val

Gln

Asn

Ala

Phe
455

Ala

Len

Gly
565

Phe

I1:

RED

Ty:

ES 2 344 691 T3

Gin
390

Glu

11:

Val

Ly:

{TO

Leu

LGU

Th:

Phe

Glu
S50

Se:

Glh

Th:

Gin
630

val Ile Ty: Ely nap

Gln

Th:

Th:

Lys
455

Th:

:1:

I19
535

Pro

Val

Gln

Gly
615

Th:

I12 Ty: Ty:

Ly!

440

Lys

Prfl

Th:

529

SEI

Thr
600

Tyr

11:

4|

IJC
125

val

Gly

Ila

Leu
505

Set

Asa

Gly

I19
585

Val

Ila

Thr

410

ii?

Phe

Glu

Val

190

Thr

Ran

Ila

Ala

Thr
570

G1?

His

Lys

000905

Th:
395

Th: hsn

Phe Th:

Ty:

Ber Set
4&0

Ty: Hat
475

sly Phe

cys Ly:

L35 Glu

Val Glu
540

Inn Asn
555

Ly: Ala

Ty: Glu
620

RIG Phe
635

Ann

Ly:

SE!
415

Glu

?IO

3::

525

Ran

Leu

Leu

Pro
605

ASP

Th:

Ly:

Ila

Lys
430

Len

Val
115

NH!

39! Th!‘

LEH

LEU

Ty:
510

Lys
590

Set

Th:

Th:

Glu

Gly

495

Leu

Leu

Se:

Ala

val
5?5

Pro

Ile

35R

Gly

Ph:
400

Eh:

Lyn

Gly

val
430

fila

11¢

Ile

T3:
560

His

LY5

His

nan

540
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<2J0> 33

N1:

Leu

619
705

I1:

Ila

Glu

hau

TFP

Leu

52!

Gin

Sat

Ly: Gig Val

ES234469lT3

Ty: Lau
645

660

SE:
615

Be:

Phfi

Pne

Ely
755

Ser
770

Val
15:

421]} 2367

<:213> ADN

4213“; Socuencia artificial

<220>

581 Ile Ly:

Gly Esp Ly:

Pro Glu

11: Se:

Phe

Bha Th:

Leu 112

Asn
695

Gly

SEE L80
710

set Gly

Glu

Th:Ly:

Se: Ely

<225> V1p3(.‘-[2168 optimimtio para mafz.

<400> 33

atqaacaaga

aacggcatct

gacaccgqcg

atcaqcggca

ctcaqcaccg

aacgacgtga

atcacct¢ca

tacctctcca

acaacaccaa

acggcttcqc

qcaicctca:

agctcgacgg

agctgtccaa

acaacaagct

tgctctccga

agcagctcca

qctcaacgcc

caccqgcatc

cctcqacgaq

cqtgaacggc

ggagatcctc

cgacgccatc

cgtgatgaaq

ggagatchgc

I1:

I12

fisn
680

Ly:

Se:

Pro

Se:

Glu
160

my

Len Ly:
650

Len Glu
665

Pro Ran

Len Phe

Asa

Phu
130

Leu
?45

Se: Asn

cgcqccctcc

aaqgacatca

atcctcaagn

tccctcaacq

aagatcgcca

alcaccatgc

cagaactacg

gacaagctcg

42

000906

Sef

tie

Se:

11¢

sex
?15

Val

Ran

His

cgtccttcat

tgaacatgat

accagcagct

acctcatcg:

acqagcagaa

tccacatcta

CCCtCtCCCt

acatcatcaa

Gin Asn Gly Hap Blu655

Pro Ala
6?O

Lyfi Glu Asp

Th: ProTry I13 Thr
535

Ian Len Ely Th: Asn
700

Set Th: Tyr Ser720

Th: VII SEC
735

Se: His59: rnr
750

SE:

Th: Ely Len Val
765

Ty:

Ila
730

so: Phe Glu nan

tqactacttc

cttcaagacc

cctcaacgag

ccaqggcaac

ccaggtgctc

cctcccgaaq

CCBQBCCQIU

cgtgaacgtg

60

120

180

210

300

360

420

450
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ctcitcaact

glgaagttcg

tcceeggccg

aaqaacgtcg

aacaacctct

gtqaaqacct

ctficflgqccn

atcgactaca

aacatcctcc

tccgacgagg

gagatgtcca

caccaqgtqq

tgcccggacc

gtqatcacca

aacttctaca

gaggccgagt

atctccgaaa

cgcctcatca

tccaacaagq

aucggctcca

qtqqaccaca

ttctcccagt

9t9ll999C‘

qacaccaaca

gacctcaagg

nagttcacca

ccgaactcct

ctcgqcacca

atctccttca

ttcgagcgct

tccaacaaqa

tccttcgaga

ccaccctclc

l99*9¢t9lC

acatcctcga

tguacqgctt

tcgqccgctc

ccgqctccga

qggccttcct

cctccatcat

cgaccctct:

acgccaaglt

acgactccat

acaaggactc

agtccgagca

agatcgactt

actcctccac

accgcaccct

ccttcctcac

ccctcacctg

agaccaagct

EGQHGQOQQB

¢G9fi¢9G¢fit

tcatcggcga

aqccgtccat

acaacctcaa

gcqtgtacct

tccttgagat

ggatcaccac

acggcacctt

ccqcctccgg

ccaacctcat

Ccggcctctl

ocqtqtccat

ES 2 344 691 T3

cqaqatcacc ccqqcctacc agcqcaccaa

cttcgccacc

cqagctgacc

cqaqttctac

cqccctcaag

QQIQQUCIIC

clccctcacc

gaacgagcac

eaacaccttc

95t¢9t99*9

caccgtgctc

cctctccgag

gatatactac

caccaagaag

cgncqagatc

ctccqccaac

cccgatcaac

caagtcctac

catcqtgccg

cancctcgag

qaacggcacc

caagctcaaq

ccacctcaag

ggactaccag

catcctcnag

caagccggcc

cccgggcgcc

ccgccagtcc

cccgttcaac

gtcctccacc

cgtqqagctq

caadtaq

gagaccnccc

qlgctglccg

ctcaacacct

accucctccq

qngtacaact

acctgccqca

ctcaacaagg

tccaacccqa

gccaag¢cgg

aaggtgtacg

gtgatctacg
accaacanca

atgaagaccc

qacctcaaca

gacgacggcg

ggcttcggcc

ctccgcgaqc

ccgtccgqct

ccghggangg

aaqgccctct

ccgaagaccg

QJCQRQBGCI

accatcacca

tcccagaacg

gaggacctcc

tccatctccg

ctctccctca

gtgaccgtqc

tcccacatct

tcccgccqct

4?

000907

tcaaggtgaa

agctggccaa

tccncgacqt

auctgntcgc

ccctcatcqt

aqctcctcgg

394399399!

actacgccaa

qccacgccct

aggccnagct

QGQIGICCQI

tcgtgttccc

tccgctacga

acaaquaqat

tgtacatgcc

tccaggccga

tgctcctcqc

tcanctccaa

ccaacanuaa

acgtqcacaa

agtacgtga:

ccqgctacat

aqcqcttcac

Qfigaflgagfic

tctccccgqa

gcaacaagct

actcctactc

gcaactcccg

cuggcacctt

Cflg-QC ggcqg

gtacqtqaac

gaaggactcc

qtccgtgaau

qatqqtugqc

caaggngaac

gctcaccgcc

cctcqccqac

gttccqcgtg

§9t§33999¢

cgtgggcttc

caagcagaac

caagctcttc
gaacgagtac

ggtgnccgcc

qqagtcctcc

9C5C99¢9‘U

cgagaactcc

caccgacctc

catcgtggag

gnacgcctac

9Ga¢9§°99¢

ccagtacacc

ccactacqug

caccgqcacc

ctggqqcqac

gctgatcaac

cttcatcaac

cacctactcc

cgaggtgctc

caagaccgag

cggccucatc

540

600

SS0

T20

T50

B40

900

960

1020

1080

1110

1200

1250

1320

1330

1440

1500

1560

1620

1600

1140

1300

1860

1920

1980

2010

2100

2160

2220

2230

2300

236?
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SHEEX LLC et al

This International search report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant according
to Article 18. A copy is being hansmitted to tire International Bureau.
 
 3 sheets.

E It is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report.

This international search report consists of a total of

1. Basis of the report

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of :

g the international application in the language in which it was filed

E] a translation of the international application into , which is the language of a
translation furnished for the purposes of international search (Rules l2.3(a} and 23.l[b})

b. D This international search report has been established taking into account the rectilication at‘ an obvious mistake
auflrorizcd by or notified to this Authority nutter Rule 91 {Rule 1'-13.6br'.r(a}).

c. D with regard to any nucleotide ancuor amino acid sequence disclosed in the inteme1.i¢-nal application. see 130:: No. I.

2. I: Certain claims were found unsearchahle (Set: Box No. 11)

3. D Unity olintrention is lacking (See Box No. Ill)

4. with regard to the title.

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

E] the next has been established by this Authority to read ss follows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

g the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.
E the text has been established, according to Rule 33.2, by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant

may, withhi one month from the date of mailing ofthis international search report. submit comments to this Authority.

6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawings to he published with the abstract is Figure No. 3

E as suggested by the applicant.
|:| as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.

E as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.
b. E] none ofthe figure is to be published with the abstract.

Form PC']‘i’lSA;‘2lt} {first sheet) (July 2009)
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT International application No.
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A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTER

 
 

D043 21/i'4(20ti6.0l,ll, D039 I I/ti6'{2l3'0-5. til‘)1

' .-_ to International Patent Classification UPC) or to both national classification and IPC
B. FIELDS SEARCHED

Minimum docunrentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
D043 1l.il4:A47G 9300; A47G 9.!’-02; A6lG W05‘. B3213 5126

 
 
 
  
  

Documentation searched other than minimum docurncntation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Korean utility models and applications for utility models
Japanese utility models and applications for utility models
(Chinese Patents and application for patent}

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name ofdata base and, where practicable, search terms used}
eKOMPASS-[KIPO internal)

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Citation of dccurnent, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages

JP ll.-309183 1'1 (lID'RIUCHI KYU ICE) 09 November 1999

See paragraphs [0001] and [tl0l0I—[0O13l

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
  
  
  

  
  
 
 
 

Relevant to claim No.

  

 US 6381779 B1 (‘I1-ll]lilPSON'. 'Ili[lll.'tS L.) 0? Hat? 2002
See claim 1 and figures 4-6

 US 5817391 A1 (ROCK: MOSHE et a1.) 06 October 1998

See column 1, line 56 - colunur 3. line 19

US 5765241 A1 {llitCDOT~iill.D; ROBERT ) 16 June 1998
See the whole document

D Further documents are listed in the continuation of'B-ox c. E See patent family annex-
‘ Special categories of cited documts: 'T" later document published alter the iroernational filing date or prioritji
“A” document dgfining the general, state ofum an winch is not considered date and not in conflict with the application ‘nut-cited to understand

to be ofparticular relevance the principle or theory underlying the invention
"E" earl icr applicafion or patent lnitpublished on or alter the imcmaional "X" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be

filing date considered novel or cannot be considered to involve an inventive
*L" document which may throw doubts on priority Cl3ll'll(S) or which is step when the document is taken alone

cited to establish the publication date of citation or other W“ document of particular relevance; the claimed invention cannot be
special reason (as specified) considered to involve an inventive step when the document is

'0' document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or other combined with one or more other such documcnonsuch combination
mean: being obvious to a person akilletl in theart

"P" document published prior to the inoen-rational filing date but later "&' document member of the same parent family
than the priority date claimed 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Date of mailing of the international search report

29 APRIL 2010 (29.04.2010)
Authorized officer

Date of the actual completion of the international search

23 APRIL 2010 08.04.2010)

Name and mailing address ofthe ISAIKR

Korean Intellectual Property Office
Government Complex-Daejeon, 139 Seonsa-to, Seo-
gu. Daejeon 302-'.-'01, Republic ofKorea

Facsimile No. 82-42-472-7140

  KIM, long Kyoo
 
 

  
 

Telephone No. 82-1-2-431-5593

Form PCTi'ISA.I'2l0 (second sheet) (J '11)’ 1009)
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US 5381779 31 US 6673906 31
W0 0309-2452M

US 581?391 A1 None

US 5755241 A1 AU IQQF12445 B2
EP 07875151 :32
EP DTBN-51 A3
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Applicants or agents file reference FOR FURTHER ACTIQN

SHEEX [PCT See paragraph 2 below

International application No. international filing date (day/monrhrjieorj Priority :late{day/moarhyear)

PCT/'US2009l0587l6 29 SEPTEER 2009 (29.09.2009) 29 snrrnmnna zoos (29.09.2003)
International Patent Classification (IPC) or - otb nation classification and [PC

 

 
  

D043 21/l4{2£|06.01)i, D031) Ib'ii0{200d'.0l)z'

Applicant

SHEEX LLC et al

1. This opinion contains indications relating to the following items:

E
if 2:’ Basis of the opinion

Box No. II Priority

Box No. Ill Non-establishment of opinion with regard to novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability

Box No. IV Lack of unity of invention

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule rtsbis. l{a}[i) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applieabiliry;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

Box No. Vi Certain documents oited

Box No. V11 Certain defects in the international application

Box No. VIII Certain observations on the international application  

 

  
  
  

  

 
 

|:||:i|:|Z!i:JEi|:i
2. FURTHER ACTION

If a demand for international preliminary errarnination is made. this opinion will he considered to be a written opinion of the
International Preliminary Examining Authority ("TPEA") except that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an Authority
other than this one to be the IPEA and the chosen {PEA has notified the International Bureau under Rule 66. lbis(h) that w'ri|1:en

opinions of this International Searching Authority will not be so considered.

If this opinion is. as provided above, eonsidered to be a written opinion of the IPEA_ the applicant is invited to submit to the
IPEA a written reply together, where appropriate, with amendments, before the expiration of 3- months from the date ofmailing
ofFour: PCTr'lSAi'210 or before the expiration of22 months from the priority; date, whichever expires later.
For finiher options. see Form PCTIIS M220.

3. For fiirtiter details, see notes to Frrn PCTi'ISAf‘220.

 
 

Date of cornpletionof this opinion Authorize-rl offieer

 
Name and mailing address of the ISAIKR

Korean Intellectual Property Offiee
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 23 APRIL 2010 (28.04.2010) KIM. long Kroc
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' -‘F01, Republic of Korea

Facsimile ND. 32-42-472-T I40

Form PCT!ISA!23'i' (cover sheet) (July 2009)

Telephone No.82-42-481-5593
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE Inteinafional application No.
INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCTf[_]s2 [)[]9;|}5s7145

Box No. I Basis of this opinion

1. With regard to the language, this opinion has been established on the basis of :

E the international application in the language in which it was filed 
D a translation of the international application into , which is the language of a

translation fumished for the purposes of international search {Rules i2.3(a) and 23.1(b})

2. D This opinion has been established taking into account the reetifieition of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 9] [Rule 43-bis. 1(a)}

3. With regard to any nucleotide andior amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application. this opinion has been
established on the basis of:

 

a, a. sequence listing filed or fin-nished

[I on paper
D in electronic form

 
 b. time of filing or furnishing

D contained in the international application as filed.

I:| filed together withthe international application in electronic form.

|:| furnished subsequently to this Authority for the purposes of search.

-1». CI in addition, in the ease that more than one version or copy of a sequence listing has been tlled or furnished. the required
statements that the information in the subsequent or additional copies is identical to that in the application as filed 03' (1065

not go beyond the application as filed, as appropriate, were furnished.

5. Additional eommcnts:

Form PCT.u'iSAI23‘i' (Box No. in July 2009;
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WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43bls.l(a){l) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Novelty (NJ Claims 1'17 YES

   
 

Claims

 Imemwnmam cmms WWW vss
Claims

 nmmnnnmnnmnn) ohms 147 ves
 

Claims

2. Citations and explanations :

Reference is made to the following document: 
 

 
 

D1‘. JP ll.-309183 A (lll0RIUCl-II K‘r"U KK} 09 November 1999

1. Novelty and Inventive Step

 
  

  

  
  
 

 

  
   

    
 
 

 

  

  
 

  
  
  

1-l. Regarding claims 1-4
Host of the features of claim 1 are disclosed in D1 except for making the finished fabric at least 90
inches wide. However, it is considered to be a minor difference over the disclosure of D1. that are
merely matters of design option when the general knowledge in relevant field of the art is used.
Hence, no inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claim 1.

The additional feature of claim 2 is already disclosed in Dllsee claim 3}. The features added by
claims 3 & 4 are considered to be a minor difference over the disclosure of Dllsee paragraphs [00101-
[O0l3]), which fall under the general knowledge of a person skilled in the art. Hence. no inventive
step under PCT article 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claims 2-4.

 
 
 

1-2. Regarding claims 5-8
Host of the features of claim 5 are disclosed in D1 except for making the finished fabric at least 90
inches wide, circular knitting the fabric and stitching the fabric portions together. However, making
the finished fabric at least 90 inches wide is considered to be a minor difference over the
disclosure of D1, that is merely matters of design option when the general knowledge in relevant
field of the art is used. Circular knitting and stitching are considered to he a minor difference
over the disclosure of Dlfsee paragraphs [0010]-[Ut}13]}, which fall under the general knowledge of a
person skilled in the art. Hence, no inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) is present in the subject
matter of claim 5.

The additional feature of claim 6 is already disclosed in Dlfsee paragraph [U0tJ1lJ. The features
added by claims 7 & 8 are a simple addition of conventional technique in this field as occasion
demands. Hence, no inventive step under PCT article 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claims
5-3.

 

 
1-3. Regarding claims 9-12
llost of the features of claim 9 are disclosed in 131 except for making the bed sheet at least 90
inches wide. circular knitting the fabric. stitching the fabric portions together and heat setting
finishing. However, making the bed sheet at least 90 inches wide is considered to be a minor
difference over the disclosure of D1. that is merely matters of design option when the general
knowledge in relevant field of the art is used. Circular knitting and stitching are considered to he
a minor difference over the disclosure of Dlisee paragraphs [0010]-itl013]}, which fall under the
general knovledge of a person skilled in the art. Heat setting finishing without limitation of kinds
of the material of the fiber is a simple addition of conventional technique as occasion -demands.
Hence. no inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claim 9.

 
Continued on Supplemental Bolt

Form PCTIISA.-'23? (Box No. V) {July 2009)
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International application No.
WRITTEN OPINION OF‘ THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY pCTfUSzm}g,r053716

In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Continuation of :

Box ll’

The feature added by claim 10 is a simple addition of conventional technique in this field as occasion
demands. The additional features of claims 11 it 12 are already disclosed in Dltsee paragraph [00103-
E0013]]. Hence, no inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claims
104.2.

 
  

  
  
  
  
  

 

1-4. Regarding claims 13+17
Host of the features of claim 13 are disclosed in D1 except for the finished fabric at least 90 inches
wide and the circular knitted fabric. However. the finished fabric at least 90 inches wide is
considered to he a minor difference over the disclosure of D1. that is merely matters of design option

when the general lmowledge in relevant field of the art is used. Circular knitted fabric is considered
to be a minor difference over the disclosure of Dltsee paragraphs [0010]'[0U13]J, which fall under the

general knowledge of a person skilled in the art. Hence. no inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) is
present in the subject matter of claim 13.

The feature added by claim 15 is a simple addition of conventional technique in this -field as occasion
demands. The additional features of claims 14. 16 E: 1? are already disclosed in D1(see paragraph
[0Cr101~[D013]l. Hence. no inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) is present in the subject matter of
claims 14-17.

2. Industrial Applicability

The subject matter of claims 1-17 is industrially applicable meeting the requirements of Article 3305:}
PCT.

Form PCTHSAJ23-7 (Supplemental Box) {July 2009)
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY Bank of America Piaza
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TREATY) Atlanta, GA 30308-2215

(PCT Rugs 44b15_1(c)) ETATS-UNIS D'AMER|QUE

Date of ntailing ._fg2?.::'_1.'-':::r7»’ar.?7.-'_'],'.=z.ar',l

07 April 2011 (07,0-4.2011)

 
.-’\p]'1I:'cam.'s or agent's file reference

3 HEEX1 PCT IMPORTAN'J‘ NU'l‘lL‘1‘.

Intcrnmiolml npplicaliun No. Int-emmiolml filing date (do;'-'momh-j-'ear'J Pri-.1riI_\' date rd(4_1'—momh.-j*ea4‘)
PCTJ'US2009!05871-6 29 September 2009 (29.09.2009) 29 September 2003 (29.09.2008)

Applicant
SHEEX LLC et al
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PATENT COOPERATION TREATY

PCT

INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PATENTABILITY

(Chapter I of the Patent Cooperation Treaty)

(PCT Rule 443m-)

Applieanfs or agent's file rcfereiicc FOR FURTHER ACTION See item 4 belowSH EEX‘1 PCT

lnteniatinnal ep ‘J-liea1lin11 Nu. lnleniatitmzil filing date (d£r_L=-'}rr0:i.'}':.-:vear'J PI'i0rit_\_; dale (day--'hionri.i.=}=tzai'9
F’CT!US2009J' 58715 29 September 2009 (29.09.2009) 29 September 2008 (29.09.2008)

International Patent Classiticatioii (8th editioil unless older edition iiidicated)See relevant Information in Form F’CT!|SA.r’237

A ".-lic-amt
S EEX LLC

This international preliminary‘ report on pate11tabilit}*-[Chapter 1) is issued by the International Bureau on behalf of the
Intemationa] Searching Authmity-' under Rule 44 bis. |(a).

This RFTPORT consists Or a tntul 01' 5 sheets, includiiig this ctwer sheet.

[ii the attaclied slicers, any rcferciicsc to the written opinion of the International Searching Al1l]‘10l'i‘l}-' sliould be read as a
reference to the iiiternutional prelimiiiarj,-' report on puteiitabilitjv f_ Chapter I) instead.

This report enntaiiis indie-utions relating to the Fnlltawing items:

13054 No. I Basis of the report

Box No. 1] Priority‘

Box No. Nen—estab1ish1nent ot‘npi11i-011 with regard to n-::-velty, inventive step and iiidustrial
applicability

Box No. Lack ul‘ l.ll11-I.‘\_" of inventitin

Box No. Reasoiicd StfltI‘.)_1‘J’1t31‘ll'._l1l1I.'lC_1‘A_I'liCIL‘ 35(2) with regard to 1io_vclty._ iiivciltive step or
1I1dLtsI.r1a| applicability; CII.EJ.l.1(J2|'IS and explanuliolis stippnrtlng sttcli statement

Box No. Certain do-::tI1nents cited

Box No. Certaiii defects in the inteniational application

Box No. Certaiii observatioiis on the iiiternatic-nal application

EDD®|:|Elljfi
'l'he I.ll‘L6l'l1E1tiO]‘lE1] Btlreaii will coiluntuiicate this report to designated ()f't'ices in accordmlce with Rules 44bi'.9.3(cj and ‘)3.-")f.9.l
but not, except where the applicant makes an express request under Article 23(2), before the expiration of 3!) months from
the priority-' date (Rule 445:": .2}.

Date of issttance of this report
29 March 2011 (29.03.2011)

The liiternaititmal Bureau uf WTPO Authorized omccr
34, clicmin dcs Colotilbcttes - -
l2l| Geneva 20, Switzerland Beate G'fi°‘SChm'tI 

F€ICSi1l1iIt‘. N0. +41 22 333 32 70 c-1nai]'_ ptfl3_pct@'§xx'jpo_int
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Applicant
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1. This opiiiic-11 colitains iiiditsatioiis relating to the l'o||o\.\-'ing itcrns:

IE

:I

:|

:|

El

:i

:|

:|

FURTHER ACTION

lfa deinaiicl for intemalionul preliniiliary exarniiiatiun is I'l't{I£lt.)_ this (J-]JiI'tIUl1 will be colisidercd to be a written opinion ofthe

International Prelilnilialjw Iixaniining Autli-rarity‘ ("II-II-IA ") except that this does not apply where the applicant chooses an Autltnrit}-'
other than this one to he the IPEA and the clioscn IPEA has Iiutificd the Inlcrnzllionall Btlrcntl under Rule 66. lbistb) that written
0[;'IiI1i0Il-S ot't1iisI1ItcrnationaI Scarcliing r‘urthnritj~_«' will not be so considered.

130}: No. I liasis ofthe opinion

Box No. II Priority

Box No. III NuI1—cstz|bIisl11nI:11l ofopiliion with regard to novelty. in\-'L:nliw.: step and industrial alpplicaibility

Box No. IV LdI.'I-L 01' unitjr U1” im-'c11li011

Iinx No. V I<’.easc-ned statement under Rule 43bis.l{a)(i)\\-'it|1 regard to Il0\"6li}". inventive step or industrial applicability;
citalimis and r.:.\pla111ations supporting sur..:h statI:I11I:I1l

Bax No. VI Certain documents cited

Iinx Nu. VII Certain defects in the ilitemaliolial application

Box No. VIII Certain obscrvaliulis on lhn; ilitcmatiunal application

to

Ifthis opinion is. as pro\-'idI:d above. uonsidurcd to bu: 21 wrillcn opinion U-fll1cII’EA. the applicant is invitI.'L1 to submit lo the

IPEA a writteii I'¢p|_\’ togetlnzr. \\-'t’II:’:l't3 appropriate. with amendnnentss. betbrc the expiration ot‘3 inc-ntlis frurn the date ofinailing
of I"orIn POI"-‘ISA-‘22tJ or be Fore the expiration 0-t‘22 months train the priority date. \\-'I'IiGhE3\-'E3l' expires later.
For further options. sun: Form PC T.-“ISA-"320.

3. For further details. see notes to Form PCT.-‘ISA.-"220.

Namc and mailing address 01' the [SA-"KR Date of completion ofthis opinion Authorized ofliccr
Korean Intellectual Property ()f'tice
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_ -T-‘tit. Republic ofliorea _
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Box No. I Basis of this opinion

1. With regard to the language. this opinion lias been established on the basis 01':

X the international application in the language in which it was tiled

l:l a translatiotl of the international application into , whjelt is the language of a
translation furnislted for the purposes of international seaneh (Rules l2.3(a) and 23.1(b))

2. E] This opinion has been established taking into aeeount the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified
to this Authority under Rule 9] (Rule —’l3fu'.!;.l (a))

3. With regard to any nucleotide aI1d..|"0I' amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application. this opinion has been
established on the basis of:

a, 21 sequence listing filed or furnislied

El 01] paper

D in eloelronie forin

h. time oftiling or t'LIrnishing_

Cl contained in the international application as tiled.

|:| Iiled together with the international application in electronic tbrrn.

|:' ftlrnishcd sLI|:I-5eqLIcntl_\-' to this Autliority for the ptlrposes of search.

4. D In addition, in the case that more than one version or copy ofa sequence listing has been filed or furnished. the required
statements that the inforrnation in the subsequent or additionnl copies is identical to that in the application as filed or does

not go be)-'ond the appliezltion as filed. as ap]:aropI'lale_ were l1In1ished_

5. Additional eomnicnts;

Form PCT.-"ISA.-"237 (Box No. I)( Jul}-‘ 2009)
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International application No.WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY PCT,r[_]s20[]9,r053715

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Rule 43lJis.1(a}(i} with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial applicability;
citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Novelty (N)

inventive step (IS)

Industrial applicability (IA)

2. Citations and explanations :

Reference is made to the following documenti

Dli JP ‘ll-309183 A tltl0RlllCHl l{‘r'[.' Kill 09 November 1999

1. Novelty and inventive Step

1-]. Regarding claims 1-4
ltllost (if the features of claim l are disclosed in D1 except for making the finished lalnri-c at least 90
inches wide. However. it is considered to be a minor difference over the disclosure of D]. that are
merely matters of design option when the general knowledge in relevant field of the art is used.

Hence, no inventive step under PCT itrticle 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claim 1.

The adtlili-onal feature of claim 2 is already disclnsetl in Dlfsee claim 3). The features added by
claims 3 8: 'l are considered to be a minor difference over the disclosure of Dlisee paragraphs [0010]-
l0(_)l3ll, which fall under the general knowledge of a person skilled in the art. Hence, no inventive
step under PCT ii.1'ticle 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claims 2-4.

1-2. Regarding claims 5-8
lilost of the features of claim 5 are disclosed in D1 except for making the finished fabric at least 90
inches wide. circular lcnitting the fabric and stitching the fabric portions together. However. making
the finished fabric at least 90 inches wide is considered to be a minor difference over the

disclosure of D1. that is merely matters of design option when the general knowledge in relevant
field of the art is used. Circular lcnitting and stitching are considered to be a minor difference
over the disclosure of Dltsee paragraphs [l)(llU]-[U(l‘l3]). which fall under the general knmi-‘ledge of a
person skilled in the art. Hence. no inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) is present in the subject
matter of claim 5.

The additional feature of claim 6 is already disclosed in Dlfsee paragraph [O0Ul]). The features
added by claims 7 Si 8 are a simple addition of cunventicinal technique in this field as occasion

demands. Hence. no inveiitive step under PCT Article 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claims
6-8.

1-3. Regarding claims 9-12
lilost of the features of claim 9 are disclosed in D1 except for making the bed sheet at least 90
inches wide. circular knitting the fabric. stitching the fabric portions together and heat setting
finishing. lloirever, making the bed sheet at least 90 inches wide is considered to be a minor
difference over the disclosure of D1. that is merely matters of design option when the general
knowledge in relevant field of the art is used. Circular lmitting and stitching are considered to be
a minor difference over the disclosure of Dltsee [Jaragraphs [Ofllfl]-[0Ol3]}. which fall under the
general knowledge of a person skilled in the art. Heat setting finishing without limitation of kinds
of the material of the fiber is a simple addition of conventional technique as occasion demands.
Hence. no inventive step under PCT i‘irl.icle 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claim 9.

Continued on Supplemental Box

Form PCTIISA.-‘"237 (Box No. V) (July 2009)
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Irilerrialional application No.
WRITTEN OPINION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING AUTHORITY pCTfUS2009/0537 16

Supplemental Box

In case the space in any of the preceding boxes is not sufficient.
Confinuadonef:

Box 1:’

The feature atitled lay‘ claim 10 is a simple Hti(iil.i()n of t_'E)I1\-‘i-tl'Il.'lt)['I:-ii technique in this field as occasion

demands. The additional features of claims 11 & 12 are already disclosed in Dllsee paragraph l0010i-
[0013]i. Hence. no inventive step under PCT Article 33(3) is present in the subject matter of claims
10-12.

1-4. Regarding claims 13-17
Most of the features of claim 13 are disclosed in 01 except for the finished fabric at least 90 inches
wide and the circular knitted fabric. However. the finished fabric at least 90 inches wide is

considered to be a minor difference over the disclosure of D1. that is merely matters of design option
when the general knowledge in relevant field of the art is used. Circular knitted fabric is considered

to be a minor difference over the disclosure of Dlfsee paragraphs [0010]-[0Ol3]), which fall under the
general knowledge of a person skilled in the arL. Hence, no invenLive stcp under PCT ArLiclc 33(3) is
present in the subject matter of claim 13.

The feature added by claim 15 is a simple addition of conventional technique in this field as occasion
demands. The additional features of claims 14, 16 & 17 are already disclosed in Dltsee paragraph

[001G]‘[0013]). Hence, no inventive step under PCT Article 33i3i is present in the subject matter of
claims 14-1?.

2. industrial Applicability

The subject matter of claims 1-17 is industrially applicable meeting the requirements of Article 33(4)
PCT.

Form PC Ti'ISA«"23".r' (Supplemental Box) {Jill}-' 2009)
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Title of Invention: Fabric System
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File Listing:
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 11 1

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date [see 37 CFR

1.53(bl-{cl} and MPEP 506). a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54} will be issued in clue course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

lfa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT.*'DO;'EOl'903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 1 1 and MPEP 1 310}, a Notification of the International Application Number

and of the International Filing Date {Form PCT:'RO.-"105) will be issued in due course. subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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Attorney Docket No: 29712-()[l(l2[l(l3

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant 1 Susan Walvius etal. Art Unit : 3673

Serial No. : l3t’272_,9Tr' Examiner : Nicholas F. Polito

Filed : 0Ct0bCTl3, 2011 ConF.No. : 4915
Title : FABRIC SYSTEM

MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

PD. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Please consider the references listed on the enclosed PTO-I449 form. Foreign patent

documents and non-patent literature are enclosed; cited U.S. patents and patent application

publications will be provided on request.

This statement is being filed within three months of the filing date of the application or

before the receipt of a first Ottiee Action on the merits. Please apply any necessary charges or

credits to Deposit Account 06-1050, referencing the above attorney docket number.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: December 6, 20] l ,"Frank L. Gerratanaf
Frank L. Gerratana

Reg. No. 62,653
Customer Number 26161

Fish & Richardson P.C.

Telephone: (617) 542-5070

Facsimile: (877) 769-7945

22'! 52659.doe
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Attorney's Docket No.: 29? l 2-()[l(]2[l(]3

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicant 1 Susan Walvius etal. Art Unit : 3673

Serial No. : l3i’272_,9Tr' Examiner : Nicholas F. Polito

Filed : October-13, 2011 ConF.No. : 4915
Title : FABRIC SYSTEM

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

PD. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO RESTRICTION REQUIREMENT

In response to the restriction requirement made in the action mailed November 17, 201 1,

identified Group 1 (claims 14-37 and 41') is elected for examination. The election is made

without traverse.

Please apply any necessary charges or credits to Deposit Account No. 06-1050,

referencing the above attorney docket number.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: November 30, 201 l XFrank L. Gerratana.-’

Frank L. Gerratana

Reg. No. 62,653
Customer Number 26161

Fish & Richardson P.C.

Telephone: (617) 542-5070

Facsimile: (877) 769-7945

22'l4?39=l.du-c

CERTIFICATE OF‘ MAII.Il"iG IIY EFS-VIFEB FILING

I hereby certify lhal [his paper was filed with the Palenl and Trademark
Office using the FFS—WFH system on this date: November 28. ZUI I.
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 55671

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant. and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 11 1

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date [see 37 CFR

1.53lb)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54}will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.5.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT.-‘DO.-‘E01903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date {see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1 310}, a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date {Form PCT:‘RDl'105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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 UNTTED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMQERCE
United Sun-:5 Puma! and Trademark OI'EI.e¢
Ad-Iln:e.:: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PD. E-tn_1I1\5O _
Aleunflrn, Virginia 21113-1450www.uxpI.o.gw

mew mew
l3I'2T2,9?':" I" 1(lJ'l 30011 Susan Walvius 29712-0002003 4915

1=1sH.eR1cH.a11DsoN PL. (130) —
P.O. BOX 1022 POL-IT0.N1CH0l-A5 F

 OLIS, MN 55440-1022 ART UNIT PAPER N1.J'MBER'.

3573

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

m2m.o11 ELECFRONIC

Please find below andlor attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached co'n'1mui1ic'ation.

Notice of the Office communication was sent ele'ctro'nicaLly on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail addIess(es): '

PATDOCTC@fr.c'om _ ,

PTOL-BOA am. 04:07) 0009-28



not 2 3 ‘zlilione Code: TRACKLGRANT

Decision Granting Request for . . _ /Prioritized Examination rack! Apphcatlon N0" /-3 -272; 977 '

1. THE REQUEST FILED /9452 IS GRANTED.
The above-identified application has met the requirements for prioritized examination (Track I}. '

 
 

  

  
  

 

  
  
  

  
 

  
  

 The above-identified application will undergo prioritized examination. The application will be

accorded special status throughout its entire course of prosecution until one of the following occurs;

A. filing a petition for extension of time to extend the time period for filing a reply;

B. fiiing an amendment to amend the a iication to contain more than four inde endent

claims, more than thirty total claims. or a multiple dependent claim;

filing a reguest for continued examination;

filing a notice of appeal: ' '

 

filing a request for suspension of action;

mailing of a notice of allowance;

mailing of a final Ofiice action;

completion of examination as defined in 3? CFR 41.102; or

abandonment of the application. '

"".3'-.53."".F"':3.0

Telephone inquiries with regard to this decision should be directed x0754?’/512.: f
55/V , In hisiher absence. calls-'=rnay be directed to @$ErZ5’(»/'12‘-€Pf67/92,72 '

£533.

75’ flmay agent

[Signature] ' _ {TitIe)  /a‘/jf

  
  

US. Patent and Trademark Olfloe
PTO~229B (Rev. D9-2011}
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APPLICATION NO. l"|IL|l"<-"G DATE FIRST .\'AMED I_\lVE.NTOR ATl"ORl\'E‘n’ DOCKET NO. CONFDZMATION N0.

]313?;Z__9'i‘7 lml 3:201] Susan WA]-.riu.<: EOTI Looozoos 49 H

FISH&RIC'HARDSONP.C.‘.(BO) T
P_()_ BOX ](]22 mI.1'J'o= N[t.‘no1.As I-'

MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55440-1022

3073

1lJ1?I2011 ELECTRONIC

Please find below andfor attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e—mail address(es):
l-’A'l'DUC ' I ‘C @ f]'.(}()]I]

P'lUL-90A (Rev. U4.u'fl7"J



Application No. Applicanli s)

13r'2?2.97? WALVIUS ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, A“ Unit

NICHOLAS POLITO 36?3

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet‘ with the correspondence address --

Period for Fiepiv

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 1 Iv1ONTH(S} OR THIRTY (30) DAYS.
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions 1:13? CFR 1_136{a]. In no event. however. may a reply be timely filed
after SIX {Ej MONTHS from the mailing date oi this communication.

- ll NO period for reply is speciiied above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX {6} MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
— Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 Ll.S.-C. § 133}.

Any reply received by the Oflice later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even it timelv tiled. may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 3? G-FR 1.?0=1{bl.

Status

 

1)E| Responsive to communicationisj filed on 13 October 2011.

2a)I:i This action is FINAL. 2b)|:I This action is non-final.

3)[:] An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

_; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)|:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Ouayie, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 013. 213.

Disposition ot claims

5)E Claim{sj M isiare pending in the application.

5a) Of the above claim(s) isiare withdrawn from consideration.

Application Papers

10)I:| The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)|:| The drawing(s) filed oni isiare: a)I:| accepted or b)I:| objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drav.-'ing(sj be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85ia).

Replacement drawing sheetisj including the correction is required if the drawingisj is objected to. See 3? CFR 1.121{dj.

12)l:j The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO—152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

13)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a}—{d} or (1).

all] All b)I:I Some ‘ c)|:| None of:

1.I:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:l Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. j.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau {PCT Rule 17.2(a}).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(sj

1} D Notice of References Cited (PTO-B92) 4) D Interview Summary [PTO-413}
2} El Notice of Draflsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-943} P399’ N°i5}-“M3” Dataj -
3} El Infonnation Disclosure Statementisj (PTO.-“SB-'08} 5} D M0399 0i |"i°“'|'|3J P313“? =°iF3F3|"3a“°|"

Paper l\|o(s}ii‘|V|ai| Date _ at El Other: .
U.S Pate nt and Trademark Oiiica

PTOL-326 (Rev. 03-11]: Olfloe Action Summary Part or Paper No_iMail Date 20111109
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Applicationfcontrol Number: 13272.97? Page 2

A11 Unit: 3673

DETAILED ACTION

Election/Restrictions

1. Restriction to one of the following inventions is required under 35 U.S.C. 121:

I. Claims 14-37 and 41, drawn to a bed sheet, classified in class 5, subclass

482.

ll. Claims 38-40, drawn to a bed, classified in class 5, subclass 73?.

The inventions are distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

2. Inventions II and I are related as combination and subcombination. Inventions in

this relationship are distinct if it can be shown that (1) the combination as claimed does

not require the particulars of the subcombination as claimed for patentability, and (2)

that the subcombination has utility by itself or in other combinations (MPEP §

806.05(c)). In the instant case, the combination as claimed does not require the

particulars of the subcombination as claimed because the subcombination has utility by

itself or in other combinations. The subcombination has separate utility such as a couch

cover.

The examiner has required restriction between combination and subcombination

inventions. Where applicant elects a subcombination, and claims thereto are

subsequently found allowable, any c|ain1[s) depending from or othenivise requiring all

the limitations of the allowable subcombination will be examined for patentability in

accordance with 37' CFR 1.104. See MPEP § 821 .04(a). Applicant is advised that if

any claim presented in a continuation or divisional application is anticipated by, or

includes all the limitations of, a claim that is allowable in the present application, such
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ApplicationfCont1*o1 Number: 13272.97? Page 3

A11 Unit: 3673

claim may be subject to provisional statutory andfor nonstatutory double patenting

rejections over the claims of the instant application.

3. Restriction for examination purposes as indicated is proper because all these

inventions listed in this action are independent or distinct for the reasons given above

and there would be a serious Search andfor examination burden if restriction were not

required because at least the following reason(s) apply:

0 the inventions have acquired a separate status in the art in view of their different

classification

0 the inventions have acquired a separate status in the art due to their recognized

divergent subject matter

- the inventions require a different field of search (e.g., searching different classes

/subclasses or electronic resources, or employing different search strategies or

search queries).

Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must

include (i) an election of a invention to be examined even though the requirement

may be traversed (37 CFR 1.143) and (ii) identification of the claims encompassing

the elected invention.

The election of an invention may be made with or without traverse. To reserve a

right to petition, the election must be made with traverse. If the reply does not distinctly

and specifically point out supposed errors in the restriction requirement, the election

shall be treated as an election without traverse. Traversal must be presented at the time

of election in order to be considered timely. Failure to timely traverse the requirement
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Applicationfcontrol Number: l3f272,977 Page 4

A11 Unit: 3673

will result in the loss of right to petition under 37 CFR 1.144. If claims are added after

the election, applicant must indicate which of these claims are readable upon the

elected invention.

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the inventions are not patentably

distinct, applicant should submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record

showing the inventions to be obvious variants or clearly admit on the record that this is

the case. In either instance, if the examiner finds one of the inventions unpatentable

over the prior art, the evidence or admission may be used in a rejection under 35 U.S.C.

103(a) of the other invention.

4. Applicant is reminded that upon the cancellation of claims to a non-elected

invention, the inventorship must be amended in compliance with 37 CFR 1.48(b) if one

or more of the currently named inventors is no longer an inventor of at least one claim

remaining in the application. Any amendment of inventorship must be accompanied by

a request under 3? CFR 1.48(b) and by the fee required under 3? CFR 1.17(i)_

5. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to NICHOLAS POLITO whose telephone number is

(571)270-5923. The examiner can normally be reached on ll/londay— Friday 8:30-5:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Pete Cuomo can be reached on (571) 272-6856. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 5?1-273-8300.
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Applicationfcontrol Number: 133272.977 Page 5

A11 Unit: 3673

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http:i’i’pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA} or 571-272-1000.

fNichoIas Politor‘ IROBERT G. SANTOS!

Examiner, Art Unit 3673 Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3673

11f9i’2011
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FABRIC SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims benefit under 35 USC § ll.9(e) of US. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 6lflCrl,04-9 filed 29 September 2003, which application is hereby

incorporated fully by reference.

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to fabric systems, and [I10l‘B specifically to bed

coverings constructed of high gauge circular knitted fabrics that accommodate and maintain

optimum thermal conditions for sleep, which in tu1'n can lead to faster sleep initiation and deeper,

more iestorative sleep.

2. Description of Related Art

Sleep problems in the United States are remarkably widespread, affecting roughly three

out of four American adults, according to research by the National Sleep Foundation (NSF).

Consequently, a great deal of attention has been paid to the circumstances surrounding poor

sleep, along with strategies for how to improve it.

The implications are not merely academic. Sleep — not only the right amount of it but

also the right quality — impacts not just day-to-day performance, but also “the overall quality of

our lives,” according to the NSF. Addnessing the causes of poor quality sleep, therefore, has

rainifications for millions.

Though many factors contribute to sleep quality, the sleep environment itself plays a

critical role, and sleep researchers routinely highlight temperature as one of the most important

components in creating an environment for optimal sleep. As advised by the University of

Maryland Medical Center, “a cool (not cold) bedroom is often the most conducive to sleep.” The

National Sleep Foundation further notes that “temperatures above 75 degrees Fahrenheit and

below 54 degrees will clisrupt sleep,” with 65 degrees being the ideal sleep temperature for most

individuals, according to the NSF.

ID‘J'Jfs(s'J‘_] DUI‘
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A lower environmental temperature is not the only thermal. factor associated with

improved sleep. Researchers have noted a nightly drop in body temperature among healthy,

normal adults during sleep. This natural cycle, when inhibited or not functioning properly, can

disrupt sleep and delay sleep onset, according to medical researchers at Cornell University.

Conversely, the researchers noted, a rapid decline in body temperature not only accelerates sleep

onset but also “may facilitate an entry into the deeper stages of sleep.”

Therefore, maintaining an appropriately cool sleep environment and accommodating the

body’s natural tendency to cool itself at night should be atop priority for individuals interested in

optimizing their sleep quality. Performance fabrics crafted into bedding applications would be

uniquely capable of promoting cool, comfortable — and therefore better — sleep, as these

advanced fabrics maximize breathability and heat transfer. Performance fabrics are made for a

variety of end-use applications, and can provide multiple functional qualities, such as moisture

management. UV protection, anti—microbial, thermo—regulation, and windfwater resistance.

There has been a long felt need in several industries to provide improved bedding to help

individuals get better sleep. Such improved bedding would include beneficial wicking among

other properties. For example, in marine, boating and recreational vehicle applications, bedding

should resist moisture, fit odd-shaped mattresses and beds, and reduce mildew. Particularly with

watercraft, there is a need to protect bedding, and specifically sheets, from moisture and mildew

accumulation.

An additional problem with bedding, not just with marine and recreational vehicles, is the

sticky, wet feeling that can occur when the bedding sheets are wet due to body sweat,

environmental moisture, or other bodily fluids. In particular, when bedding is used during hot

weather, or is continuously used for a long time by a person suffering from an illness, problems

can arise in that the conventional bed sheet of cotton fiber or the like cannot sufficiently absorb

the moisture. All of these issues lead to poor sleep.

To date, performance fabric bedding products are not known. There are width limitations

in the manufacturing of high gauge circular knit fabrics, because the finished width of bedding

fabrics are dictated by the machine used in its construction. At present, performance fabtics are

manufactured with a maximum width of under 90 inches wide, given present manufacturing and

technical limitations, along with the inability of alternate manufacturing processes to produce a

Il)‘J'Jf>(s'J‘_l IJUI.‘
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fabric with identical performance attributes. Yet, normal bed sheet panels can be 1.02 by 91

inches or larger. Thus, performance fabrics cannot yet be used for bed sheets.

Some conventional solutions for the above issues that hinder a good night’s sleep include

United States Patent 4,643,186, which discloses an absorbent wood pulp cellulose fiber that is

provided in a variety of sizes and is placed under a mattress. The wood pulp is water absorbent

and acts to capture moisture to prevent such moisture from being retained by the bedding or the

bedding sheets. However, this proposed solution does not interact with the bedding or the

bedding sheets, but merely acts as a sponge for moisture that is in proximity to the target bedding.

United States Patent 5,092,088 discloses a sheet-like mat comprised of a mat cover, the

inside of which is divided into a plurality of bag—like spaces, and a drying agent packed into a

bag and contained in the bag-like spaces in such a manner that the drying agent cannot fall out of

the bag-like spaces. A magnesium sulfate, a high polymer absorbent, a silica gel or the like can

be used as the drying agent. As can be seen, this proposed solution to moisture in bedding is

cumbersome and chemically-based.

In the athletic apparel industry, moisture wicking fabric has been used to construct

athletic apparel. For example, United States Patent 5.636.380 discloses a base fabric of

CoolmaxQ high moistune evaporation fabric having one or more insulating panels of Tl1ermaxB

or ThermastatQ hollow core fiber fabric having moisture wicking capability and applied to the

inner side of the garment for skin contact at selected areas of the body where muscle protection

is desired. However, this application cannot be applied to bedding sheets due to the limitations

of the size of the performance fabrics manufactured. Further, performance fabric such as this

type cannot be easily stitched together as the denier is so fine that stitching this fabric results in

the stitching simply falling apart.

Circular knitting is typically used for athletic apparel. The process includes circularly

knitting yarns into fabrics. Circular knitting is a form of weft knitting where the knitting needles

are organized into a circular knitting bed. A cylinder rotates and interacts with a cam to move

the needles reciprocally for knitting action. The yarns to be knitted are fed from packages to a

carrier plate that directs the yarn strands to the needles. The circular fabric emerges from the

knitting needles in :1 tubular form. througflt the center of the cylinder. This process is described in

United States Patent 7,117,695. However, the machinery presently available for this method of

ID‘J'Jf>(s'J‘_l IJUI.‘
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manufacture can only produce a fabric with a m.aximum width of approximately 90 inches.

Therefore, this process has not been known to manufacture sheets, since sheets can have

dimensions of 9] inches by 102 inches or greater.

Further, the machinery that is used for bedding is very different than for athletic wear.

For example, bedding manufacturing equipment is not equipped to sew flatlock stitching or to

pnovide circular knitting. Bed sheets typically are knit using a process known as warp knitting, a

process capable of producing finished fabrics in the widths required for bedding. This method,

however, cannot be employed to produce high—quality perfomtance fabrics. Warp knitting is not

capable of reproducing these fabrics’ fine tactile qualities nor their omni-direction stretch

properties, for example.

Circular knitting must be employed to produce a performance fabric that retains these

fabric’s full range of benefits and advantages. However, in order to produce a fabric of the

proper width for bedding applications, a circular knit machine of at least 48 inches in diameter

would be necessary. Manufacturing limitations therefore preclude the construction of

performance fabrics at proper widths for bedding. The industry is unsure if it could actually knit

and then finish performance fabrics at these large sizes, even if the machinery were readily

available.

Further, athletic sewing factories are typically not equipped to sew and handle large

pieces of fabrics so that equipment limitations do not allow for the manufacture of bedding

sheets.

What is needed, therefore, is a bedding system that utilizes performance fabrics and their

beneficial properties, the design of which acknowledges and addresses limitations in the

manufacture of these fabrics, It is to such a system that the present invention is primarily

directed.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly described, in preferred form, the present invention is a high gauge circular knit

fabric for use in bedding, and a method for manufacturing such bedding. The bedding fabric has

superior performance properties, while allowing for manufacture by machinery presently

available and in use. In order to achieve a finished width of the size needed to create sheet—sized

Il)‘J'Jfs(s'J‘_l DUI‘
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perfomtance fabric, a high gauge circular knit machine of at least 48 inches in diameter is

necessary. And while waip knitting machines are available that can produce wider fabrics, this

method will not provide a fabric with the tactile qualities required, nor provide a fabric with

omni-directional stretch.

In an exemplary embodiment, the present invention is a method of making a finished

fabric comprising at least two discrete performance fabric portions, and joining at least two

discrete performance fabric portions to form the finished fabric. Forming the at least two

discrete performance fabric portions can comprise knitting at least two discrete perfoimance

fabric portions, and more preferably, cincular knitting at least two discrete performance fabric

portions. Joining the at least two discrete performance fabric portions to form the finished fabiic

can comprise stitching at least two discrete performance fabric portions together to form the

finished fabric.

The at least two discrete performance fabric portions can have different fabric

characteristics. Fabric characteristics as used herein include, among other things, moisture

management, UV protection, anti-microbial, thermo-regulation, wind resistance and water

resistance.

The finished fabric can be used in, among other applications, residential settings, or in

marine, boating and recreational vehicle environments.

The present sheets offer enhanced drape and comfort compared to traditional cotton

bedding, and are as fine as silk, yet provide the benefits of high elasticity and recovery along

with superior breathability, body—heat transport, and moisture management as compared to

traditional cotton bedding.

Conventional fitted sheets can bunch and slide on standard mattress sizes. Furthermore,

if the fitted bed sheets do not fit properly, they do not provide a smooth surface to lie on. The

present invention overcomes these issues.

The present high gauge circular knit fabrics stretch to fit and offer superior recovery on

the mattress allowing the fabric to conform to fit the mattress without popping off the comers of

the mattress or billowing. The performance fabric can include spandex, offers a better fit than

Il)‘J'Jfs(s'J‘_] DUI‘
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conventional bedding products, can accommodate larger or smal.ler mattress sizes with a single

size sheet, and can conform to mattresses with various odd dimensions.

Spandex - or elastane - is a synthetic fiber known for its exceptional elasticity. It is

stronger and more durable than rubber, its major non-synthetic competitor. It is a polyurethane-

polyurea copolymer that was invented by DuPont. “Spandex” is a generic name, and an anagram

of the word “expands." "Spandex” is the preferred name in North America; elsewhere it is

referred to as “elastane." The most famous brand name associated with spandex is Lycra, a

trademark of Invista.

The present high gauge circular knit fabric offers durability in reduced pilling and pulling

when compared to other knit technologies, and offer reduced wrinkles and enhanced color

steadfastness

In a preferred embodiment, the present performance fabric can allow for a one-size fitted

sheet that can actually fit two different size mattresses. For example, the full fitted sheet of the

present invention can fit on both the full and queen size bed. The twin fitted sheet of the present

invention will also fit an XL twin. In a boating application, the present invention can be

produced to fit almost every custom boat mattress.

Testing of the present invention conducted at the North Carolina State University

(NCSU) Center for Research on Textile Protection and Comfoit confirms that the present

performance fabrics provide a cooler sleeping environment than cotton. Performance bedding

was tested side-by-side with commercially available cotton bed sheets in a series of procedures

designed to measure each product’s heat— and moisture—transport properties, as well as

warma'cool-to-touch thermal transport capabilities.

Across all tests, the present performance fabrics in bedding outperformed cotton,

demonstrating the performance fabric’s superiority in establishing and maintaining thermal

comfort during sleep. This advantage is evident to users from the vely onset, as NCSU testing

indicates that, on average, performance bedding of the present invention offers improved heat

transfer upon initial contact with the skin, resulting in a cooler—to—the—touch feeling.

During sleep, high gauge circular knit performance bedding of the present invention

helps to maintain thermal comfort by trapping less body heat and breathing better than cotton.

ID‘J'Jf>(s'J‘_l III‘
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Testing has demonstrated that performance bedding made out of performance fabrics transfers

heat away from the body up to two times more effectively than cotton. This is critically

important not only fo1' sustained comfort during sleep. but also in terms of enabling the body to

cool itself as rapidly as possible to facilitate sleep onset. In addition to trapping less heat,

performance bedding breathes better than cotton - up to 50% better, giving performance bedding

a strong advantage in terms of ventilation and heat and moisture transfer.

The performance advantage over cotton holds true for simulated dry and wet skin

conditions, confirming that certain perfomtance fabrics in bedding are better suited than cotton at

managing moisture (e.g., sweat) to maintain thermal comfort. In addition to wicking moisture

away from the skin through capillary action, the perfonnance fabric’s advanced breathability

further enables heat and moisture transfer through evaporative cooling. As a result, the user is

kept cooler, drier and mo1'e comfortable than with cotton.

The present performance bedding holds a distinct advantage over cotton in enabling,

accommodating and maintaining optimum thermal conditions for sleep, which in turn can lead to

faster sleep initiation and deeper, more restorative sleep.

These and other objects. features and advantages of the present invention will become

more apparent upon reading the following specification in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Fig. 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 illustrates another preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 illustrates a further preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 4 illustrates another prefeired embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Although preferred embodiments of the invention are explained in detail, it is to be

undetstood that other embodiments are contemplated. Accordingly, it is not intended that the

invention is limited in its scope to the details of construction and arrangement of components set

forth in the following description or illustrated in the drawings. The invention is capable of other

ID‘sl'Jfs(s'J‘_l DUI‘
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embodiments and of being practiced or carried out in various ways. Also, in describing the

preferred embodiments, specific terminology will be resorted to for the sake of clarity.

It must also be noted that, as used in the specification and the appended claims, the
is 99 St-

singular forms a, an" and “the” include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates

otherwise. For example, reference to a sheet or p01'ti0I1 is intended also to include the
£6 H

manufacturing of a plurality of sheets or portions. References to a sheet containing a

constituent is intended to include other constituents in addition to the one named.

Also, in describing the preferred embodiments, terminology will be resorted to for the

sake of clarity. It is intended that each term colttemplates its broadest meaning as understood by

those skilled in the art and includes all technical equivalents which operate in a similar manner to

accomplish a similar purpose.

Ranges may be expressed herein as from “about” or “approximately" one particular value

an-::lJ'or to ‘“about" or “approximately” another p£t1'tiCI.1l£I.l' value. When such a range is expressed,

another embodiment includes ft'om the one particular value andfor to the other particular value.

By “comprising” or “containing” or “including” is meant that at least the named

compound, element, particle, or method step is present in the composition or article or method,

but does not exclude the presence of other compounds, materials, particles, method steps, even if

the other such compounds, material, particles, method steps have the same function as what is

named.

It is also to be understood that the mention of one or more method steps does not

preclude the presence of additional method steps or intervening method steps between those

steps expressly identified. Similarly, it is also to be understood that the mention of one or more

components in a fabric or system does not preclude the presence of additional components or

intervening components between those components expressly identified.

Referring now in detail to the drawing figures, wherein like reference numerals represent

like parts throughout the several views, the present invention of Figs. 1 and 4 provides :1 sheet

10 shown having dimensions of 102 inches in length and 91 inches in width. The material is

manufactured from performance fabric, which can include, for example, varying amounts of one

or more of Lycra, Coolmax, Thermax and Thermastat. In a preferred embodiment, the fabric is

ID‘J'Jfs(s'J‘_l DUI‘
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treated so that the fabri.c has antimicrobial properties. By using circu1ar—knit performance fabric,

the fabric is able to provide elasticity in all four directions. This property allows for the sheet to

fit extraordina.1'y matt1'ess, cushion and bedding shapes, as well as providing better fits for

traditional rectangular sheets. By using performance fabrics, the sheet has elastic properties that

allow stretching in the directions shown as 30. In addition, by using circular—knit performance

fab1'ic, the resulting bedding retains an exceptionally fine tactile quality critical for providing

maximum levels of enhanced comfort.

An alternative to circular knitting is non—circular knitting — for example, warp knitting.

This method can achieve widths greater than circular knitting. Industrial warp knit machines, for

example, can produce tficote warp knit fabrics up to l3U—'l4{J inches in width. Circular knitting,

however, is less expensive, as it requires less set—up time. Circular knitting also provides greater

multidirectional stretch.

In order to provide a sheet that exceeds the maximum dimensions of fabric that can be

produced by available circular knitting machines, flat lock stitching 12 is used to join a plurality

of portions resulting in a sheet that is 9[ inches wide ("as shown). In an exemplary embodiment,

piping 11 can be included in close proximity to the stitching. The stitching can be the same color

as the fabric of the sheet portions, or different color(_s). The piping can be 3:94 inch straight

piping without a cord or other filler. In one preferred embodiment, the stitching is 16 stitches per

inch. Piping 11 can be included at one end of the sheet and can be the same or a different color

as the sheet fabric.

For a fitted sheet, the sheet can include an elastic portion surrounding the edge of the

fitted sheet to better keep the fitted sheet in place when placed on a mattress or other sleeping

surface. A cord can be sewn into the edge of the fitted sheet and cinched around the mattress or

other sleeping surface to better hold the fitted sheet in place.

Referring to Fig. 2, a sheet is shown having dimensions of 91 inches wide and 102 inches

in length. In this embodiment, stitching 14 is shown 34 inches from an interior edge 18 of a

main portion 16 and another stitch 14 at edge 20 of the sewn—on portion. Flat lock stitching can

be used for the stitching. Piping can be applied at or in proximity to the stitching.

Referring to Fig. 3, a non—rectangu1ar shaped sheet is shown. In this exemplary

embodiment, elastic can be included around the edge of the fitted sheet to better maintain the

Il)‘J'Jf>(s'J‘_l III‘
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fitted sheet in position when placed on a sleeping surface. In one embodiment, pull ties 24 can

be installed at various locations around the edge of the fitted sheet in order to assist in

maintaining the fitted sheet secured to the sleeping surface. The pull tie can be cinched to

increase tension around the edge of the fitted sheet as shown by 26.

Stitching used for securing the portions of the sheet together can include that shown as

28a. in another embodiment, the stitching used for securing the portion of fabric together is

shown as 28b.

Referring to Fig. 4. yet another preferred embodiment of the invention is shown. In this

embodiment, the sheet can be assembled through stitching of differing fabrics for generating

performance zones in the sheet. For example. zone 32 can have higher wicking properties than

the other zones since this area is where the majority of the individual body rests. Areas 343

through 34-d can have higher spandex or other elastic fabric properties so that the fit around a

sleeping surface is improved. Area 36 may have thermal properties such as increased cooling

since this area is generally where the individual’s head lies. In an exemplary embodiment, the

pillow covers of pillows used by the individual also have differing properties from the remainder

of the sheet, e.g.. thermal properties.

The present invention encompasses the construction of bedding materials that have

superior performance properties while allowing for manufacture by machinery presently

available and in use. More specifically. the invention is related to a new method for fabricating a

covering and or sheets in bedding. When using the circular knitting machine, the high gauge

performance fabrics can only be made to a maximum size of 72.5 inches without losing the

Thisintegrity of the spandex in the fabric. Yet, normal sheet panels are 102 x 91 inches.

presents problems when manufacturing sheets from performance fabrics.

Additionally. special stitching techniques must be used given the thread density of the

fabric. Using this special stitching. panels are sewn together to produce bedding or a sheet that is

the proper size for standard bed sheets. Because discrete portionsfpanels are used in the

manufacture of the present fabrics, panels can be selected that provide different properties for

different areas of the bedding (Fig. 4). Stitching or seams on the sheet can also allow for the

ease of making the bed. Because the bedding is made from performance fabric with spandex. it

Il)‘J'Jf>(s'J‘_l III‘
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stretches to permit mul.tiple and custom sizing for applications in cribs, recreational vehicles and

boats.

Circular knitting machines used for high gauge performance bedding fabrics are called

high-gauge circular knitting machines, because of dense knitting with thin yarn. High gauge

generally denotes 17' gauges or more. Seventeen gauges indicate that 17 or mo1'e cylinder

needles are contained in one inch. Circular knitting machines of less than 17 gauges are referred

to as low-gauge circular knitting machines. The low-gauge circular knitting machines are often

used to knit outerwear.

“Yam count” indicates the linear density (yarn diameter or fineness) to which that

particular yarn has been spun. The choice of yarn count is restricted by the type of knitting

machine employed and the knitting construction. The yarn count, in turn, influences the cost,

weight, opacity, hand and drape of the resulting knitted structure. In general, staple spun yarns

tend to be comparatively more expensive the finer their count, because finer fibers and a more

exacting spinning process are necessary in order to prevent the yarn from showing an irregular

appearance.

A top width in the 90-inch range is currently possible using a circular knit fabric formed

on a 36-38-inch diameter machine, although higher levels of spandex in the performance fabric

tend to pull the width in. In just one example, on a 30-inch diameter machine, the spandex can

reduce an otherwise 94-inch circumference fabric tube to one with a 60-65 inch finished width.

A major limitation in finished width is not strictly a knitting concern but also concerns

finishing. With performance fabric, it tends to sag in the middle — increasingly so with greater

widths — making finishing difficult to impossible above a certain threshold. A possible 90-inch

finished width is contingent upon having a good finishing set-up capable of handling the present

performance fabric. This potential for difficulties would only become compounded at the larger

widths required for bed sheets.

.In a preferred process. the present fabric undergoes :1 heat setting finishing process.

Applying a moisture-wicking finish to another fabric — like cotton — that can be produced at

larger widths appears unlikely to match the moisture-control properties of the present fabric, as

polyester itself is naturally moisture—resistant and there are physical actions (eg. capillary action)

Il)‘J'Jfs(s'J‘_l DUI‘
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at play. Further, the use of cotton comes at the expense of brealhability and heat—transfer

capabilities ( as confirmed by laboratory testing) and stretchability.

Numerous characteristics and advantages have been set forth in the foregoing description,

together with details of structure and function. While the invention has been disclosed in several

forms, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that many modifications, additions, and

deletions, especially in matters of shape, size, and arrangement of parts, can be made therein

without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention and its equivalents as set forth in the

following claims. Therefore, other modifications or embodiments as may be suggested by the

teachings herein are particularly reserved as they fall within the bieadth and scope of the claims

here appended.

ID‘J'Jfs(s'J‘_l IJUI‘
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

l. A method of making a finished fabric at least 90 inches wide comprising:

forming at least two discrete performance fabric portions; and

joining at least two discrete performance fabric portions to form the finished fabric.

2. The method according to Claim 1, wherein forming at least two discrete performance

fabric portions comprises knitting at least two discrete performance fabric portions.

3. The method according to Claim 1, wherein forming at least two discrete performance

fabric portions comprises circular knitting at least two discrete performance fabric portions.

4. The method according to Claim 1, wherein joining at least two discrete performance

fabric portions to form the finished fabric comprises stitching at least two discrete performance

fabric portions together to form the finished fabric.

5. A method of making a bed sheet at least 90 inches wide from performance fabric

comprising:

circular knitting at least two discrete performance fabric portions;

stitching at least two discrete peiforrnance fabric portions together; and

heat setting finishing the stitched at least two discrete performance fabric portions to

form the finished bed sheet.

6. The method according to Claim 5, further comprising providing piping to the finished

bed sheet.

7. The method according to Claim 5, wherein the at least two discrete performance fabric

portions have different fabric characteristics.

8. The method according to Claim 7, wherein fabric characteristics are selected from the

group consisting of moisture management. UV protection. anti—microbial. thermo—regulation.

wind resistance and water resistance.

9. A finished fabric at least 90 inches wide comprising:

a first circular knitted performance fabric; and

ID‘J'Jfs(s'J‘_l DUI‘
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a second circular knitted performance fabric;

wherein the first and second performance fabrics are discrete; and

wherein the first and second performance fabrics arejoined to form the finished fabric.

10. The finished fabric of Claim 9, wherein the finished fabric comprises a bed sheet.

‘IJI l l. The finished fabric of Claim 9, further comprising piping.

12. The finished fabric of Claim 9, wherein the first and second performance fabrics have

different fabric characteristics.

13. The finished fabric of Claim 12, wherein fabric characteristics are selected from the

group consisting of moisture management, UV protection, anti-microbial, thermo-regulation,

10 wind resistance and water resistance.

ID‘J'Jfs(si‘_] DUI‘
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ABSTRACT

Bedding material including a first fabric section manufactured from performance fabric

and having a first and second side; and, a second fabric section attached to the first side of the

first fabric section. Additionally, a third fabric section can be attached to the second side of the

first fabric section. The first fabric section can be attached to the second fabric section through a

fiatlock stitch. The first fabric section can include a first zone and a second zone wherein the

first zone contains different performance properties from the second zone and the first zone can

have theimal or moisture wicking propeities.
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FABRIC SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to fabric systems, and more specifically to bed

coverings constructed of high gauge circular knitted fabrics that accommodate and maintain

optimum thermal conditions for sleep, which in turn can lead to faster sleep initiation and deeper,

more restorative sleep.

2. Description of Related Art

Sleep p1'ob1ems in the United -States are remarkably widespread, affecting roughly three

out of four American adults, according to research by the National Sleep Foundation (NSF).

Consequently, a great deal of attention has been paid to the circumstances surrounding poor

sleep, along with strategies for how to improve it.

The implications are not merely academic. Sleep — not only the right amount of it but

also the right quality — impacts not just day—to—day perfonnance, but also “the overall quality of
1

our lives,’ according to the NSF. Addressing the causes of poor quality sleep, therefore, has

ramifications for millions.

Though many factors contribute to sleep quality, the sleep environment itself plays a

critical role, and sleep researchers routinely highlight temperature as one of the most important

components in creating an environment for optimal sleep. As advised by the University of

Maryland Medical Center, “a cool (not cold) bedroom is often the most conducive to sleep.” The

National Sleep Foundation further notes that “temperatures above 75 degrees Fahrenheit and

below 54 degrees will disrupt sleep," with 65 degrees being the ideal sleep temperature for most

individuals, according to the NSF.

A lower environmental temperature is not the only thermal factor associated with

improved sleep. Researchers have noted a nightly drop in body temperature among healthy,

normal adults during sleep. This natural cycle, when inhibited or not functioning properly, can

disrupt sleep and delay sleep onset, according to medical researchers at Cornell University.

Conversely, the researchers noted, a rapid decline in body temperature not only accelerates sleep

onset but also “may facilitate an entry into the deeper stages of sleep.”
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Therefore, maintaining an appropriately cool sleep environment and accommodating the

body’s natural tendency to cool itself at night should be a top priority for individuals interested in

optimizing their sleep quality. Performance fabrics crafted into bedding applications would be

uniquely capable of promoting cool, comfortable — and therefore better — sleep, as these

advanced fabrics maximize breathability and heat transfer. Peiformance fabrics are made for a

variety of end—use applications, and can provide multiple functional qualities, such as moisture

management, UV protection, anti—microbial, thermo—regu1ation, and windfwater resistance.

There has been a long felt need in several industries to provide improved bedding to help

individuals get better sleep. Such improved bedding would include beneficial wicking among

other properties. For example, in marine, boating and recreational vehicle applications, bedding

should resist moisture, fit odd—shaped mattresses and beds, and reduce mildew. Particularly with

watercraft, there is a need to protect bedding, and specifically sheets, from moisture and mildew

accumulation.

An additional problem with bedding, notjust with marine and recreational vehicles, is the

sticky, wet feeling that can occur when the bedding sheets are wet due to body sweat,

environmental moisture, or other bodily fluids. In particular, when bedding is used during hot

weather, or is continuously used for a long time by a person suffering from an illness, problems

can arise in that the conventional bed sheet of cotton fiber or the like cannot sufficiently absorb

the moisture. All of these issues lead to poor sleep.

To date, performance fabric bedding products are not known. There are width limitations

in the manufacturing of high gauge circular knit fabrics, because the finished width of bedding

fabrics are dictated by the machine used in its construction. At present, performance fabrics are

manufactured with a maximum width of under 90 inches wide, given present manufacturing and

technical limitations, along with the inability of alternate manufacturing processes to produce a

fabric with identical performance attributes. Yet, normal bed sheet panels can be 102 by 91

inches or larger. Thus, perfonnance fabrics cannot yet be used for bed sheets.

Some conventional solutions for the above issues that hinder a good night’s sleep include

United States Patent 4,648,186, which discloses an absorbent wood pulp cellulose fiber that is

provided in a variety of sizes and is placed under a mattress. The wood pulp is water absorbent

and acts to capture moisture to prevent such moisture fi‘om being retained by the bedding or the

2
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bedding sheets. However, this proposed solution does not interact with the bedding or the

bedding sheets, but merely acts as a sponge for moisture that is in proximity to the target bedding.

United States Patent 5,092,088 discloses a sheet—like mat comprised of a mat cover, the

inside of which is divided into a plurality of bag—like spaces, and a d1'yin g agent packed into a

bag and contained in the bag-like spaces in such a manner that the drying agent cannot fall out of

the bag-like spaces. A magnesium sulfate. a high polymer absorbent, a silica gel or the like can

be used as the drying agent. As can be seen, this proposed solution to moisture in bedding is

cumbersome and chemically-based.

In the athletic apparel industry, moisture wicking fabric has been used to construct

athletic apparel. For example, United States Patent 5,636,380 discloses a base fabric of

CoolmaxQ high moisture evaporation fabric having one or more insulating panels of ThermaxB

or TherrnastatQ hollow core fiber fabric having moisture wicking capability and applied to the

inner side of the garment for skin contact at selected areas of the body where muscle protection

is desired. However, this application cannot be applied to bedding sheets due to the limitations

of the size of the performance fabrics manufactured. Further, performance fabric such as this

type cannot be easily stitched together as the denier is so fine that stitching this fabric results in

the stitching simply falling apart.

Circular knitting is typically used for athletic apparel, The process includes circularly

knitting yarns into fabrics. Circular knitting is a form of weft knitting where the knitting needles

are organized into a circular knitting bed. A cylinder rotates and interacts with a cam to move

the needles reciprocally for knitting action. The yarns to be knitted are fed from packages to a

carrier plate that directs the yarn strands to the needles. The circular fabric emerges from the

knitting needles in a tubular form through the center of the cylinder. This process is described in

United States Patent 7,117,695. However, the machinery presently available for this method of

manufacture can only produce a fabric with a maximum width of approximately 90 inches.

Therefore, this process has not been known to manufacture sheets, since sheets can have

dimensions of 91 inches by 102 inches or greater.

Further, the machinery that is used for bedding is very different than for athletic wear.

For example, bedding manufacturing equipment is not equipped to sew flatlock stitching or to

provide circular knitting. Bed sheets typically are knit using a process known as warp knitting, a
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process capable of producing finished fabrics in the widths required for bedding. This method,

however, cannot be employed to produce high-quality performance fabrics. Warp knitting is not

capable of reproducing these fabrics’ tine tactile qualities nor their ornni-direction stretch

properties, for example.

Circular knitting must be employed to produce a perfontnance fabric that retains these

fabric’s full range of benefits and advantages. However, in order to produce a fabric of the

proper width for bedding applications, a circular knit machine of at least 48 inches in diameter

would be necessary. Manufacturing limitations therefore preclude the construction of

performance fabrics at proper widths for bedding. The industry is unsure if it could actually knit

and then finish performance fabrics at these large sizes, even if the machinery were readily

available.

Further, athletic sewing factories a1'e typically not equipped to sew and handle large

pieces of fabrics so that equipment limitations do not allow for the manufacture of bedding

sheets.

What is needed, therefore, is a bedding system that utilizes performance fabrics and their

beneficial properties__ the design of which acknowledges and addresses limitations in the

manufacture of these fabrics. It is to such a system that the present invention is primarily

di rec ted.

BRIEF SIIMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly described, in preferred form, the present invention is a high gauge circular knit

fabric for use in bedding. and a method for manufacturing such bedding. The bedding fabric has

superior performance properties, while allowing for manufacture by machinery presently

available and in use. ln order to achieve a finished width of the size needed to create sheet—sized

performance fabric, a high gauge circular knit machine of at least 48 inches in diameter is

necessary. And while warp knitting machines are available that can produce wider fabrics, this

method will not provide a fabric with the tactile qualities required, nor provide a fabric with

omni—directional stretch.

In an exemplary embodiment, the present invention is a method of making a finished

fabric comprising at least two discrete perfonnance fabric portions, and joining at least two

4
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discrete performance fabric portions to form the finished fabric. Forming the at least two

discrete performance fabric portions can comprise knitting at least two discrete performance

fabric portions, and more preferably, circular knitting at least two discrete performance fabric

portions. Joining the at least two discrete performance fabric portions to form the finished fabric

can comprise stitching at least two discrete performance fabric portions together to form the

finished fabric.

The at least two discrete performance fabric portions can have different fabric

characteristics. Fabric characteristics as used herein include, among other things, moisture

management, UV protection, anti—microbial, thermo—regulation, wind resistance and water

nesistance.

The finished fabric can be used in. among other applications, residential settings, or in

marine, boating and recreational vehicle environments.

The present sheets offer enhanced drape and comfort compared to traditional cotton

bedding, and are as fine as silk, yet provide the benefits of high elasticity and recovery along

with superior breathability, body-heat transport, and moisture management as compared to

traditional cotton bedding.

Conventional fitted sheets can bunch and slide on standard mattress sizes. Furthermore.

if the fitted bed sheets do not fit properly, they do not provide a smooth surface to lie on. The

present invention overcomes these issues.

The present high gauge circular knit fabrics stretch to fit and offer superior recovery on

the mattress allowing the fabric to conform to fit the mattress without popping off the corners of

the mattress or billowing. The performance fabric can include spandex, offers a better fit than

conventional bedding products, can accommodate larger or smaller mattress sizes with a single

size sheet, and can conform to mattresses with various odd dimensions.

Spandex — or elastane — is a synthetic fiber known for its exceptional elasticity. It is

stronger and more durable than rubber, its major non—synthetic competitor. lt is a polyurethane-

polyurea copolymer that was invented by DuPont. “Spandex” is a generic name, and an anagram

of the word “expands.” “Spandex"’ is the preferred name in North America; elsewhere it is
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referred to as “elastane.’ The most famous brand name associated with spandex is Lycra, a

trademark of Invista.

The present high gauge circular knit fabric offers durability in reduced pilling and pulling

when compaied to other knit technologies. and offer reduced wrinkles and enhanced color

steadfastness

In a preferred embodiment. the present pe1'forn1ance fabric can allow for a one—size fitted

sheet that can actually fit two different size mattresses. For example, the full fitted sheet of the

present invention can fit on both the full and queen size bed. The twin fitted sheet of the present

invention will also fit an XL twin. In a boating application, the present invention can be

produced to fit almost every custom boat mattress.

Testing of the present invention conducted at the North Carolina State University

(NCSU) Center for Research on Textile Protection and Comfort confirms that the present

performance fabrics provide a cooler sleeping environment than cotton. Performance bedding

was tested side-by-side with commeicially available cotton bed sheets in a series of procedures

designed to measure each product’s heat- and moisture-transport properties, as well as

warmfcool-to-touch thermal transport capabilities.

Across all tests, the present performance fabrics in bedding outperformed cotton.

demonstrating the performance fabric’s superiority in establishing and maintaining thermal

comfort during sleep. This advantage is evident to users from the very onset, as NCSU testing

indicates that, on average, performance bedding of the present invention offers improved heat

transfer upon initial contact with the skin, resulting in a cooler-to-the-touch feeling.

During sleep, high gauge circular knit performance bedding of the present invention

helps to maintain thermal comfort by trapping less body heat and breathing better than cotton.

Testing has demonstrated that performance bedding made out of performance fabrics transfers

heat away from the body up to two times more effectively than cotton. This is critically

important not only for sustained comfort during sleep, but also in terms of enabling the body to

cool itself as rapidly as possible to facilitate sleep onset. In addition to trapping less heat,

performance bedding breathes better than cotton — up to 50% better, giving performance bedding

a strong advantage in terms of ventilation and heat and moisture transfer.

6
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The performance advantage over cotton holds true for simulated dry and wet skin

conditions, confirming that certain performance fabrics in bedding are better suited than cotton at

managing moisture (_e.g., sweat) to maintain thermal comfort. In addition to wicking moisture

away from the skin through capillary action, the performance fabric’s advanced breathability

fu1'ther enables heat and moisture transfer through evaporative cooling. As a result, the user is

kept cooler, drier and more comfortable than with cotton.

The present performance bedding holds a distinct advantage over cotton in enabling,

accommodating and maintaining optimum thermal conditions for sleep, which in turn can lead to

faster sleep initiation and deeper, more restorative sleep.

These and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become

more apparent upon reading the following specification in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Fig. 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 illustrates another preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 illustrates a further preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 4 illustrates another preferred embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Although preferred embodiments of the invention are explained in detail, it is to be

understood that other embodiments are contemplated. Accordingly, it is not intended that the

invention is limited in its scope to the details of construction and arrangement of components set

forth in the following description or illustrated in the drawings. The invention is capable of other

embodiments and of being practiced or carried out in various ways. Also, in describing the

preferred embodiments, specific terminology will be resorted to for the sake of clarity.

It must also be noted that, as used in the specification and the appended claims, the
9! id

singular forms “a, an” and “the” include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates

otherwise. For example, reference to a sheet or portion is intended also to include the

7
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manufacturing of a plurality of sheets or portions. References to a sheet containing “a”

constituent is intended to include other constituents in addition to the one named.

Also, in describing the preferred embodiments, terminology will be resorted to for the

sake of clarity. It is intended that each term contemplates its broadest meaning as understood by

those skilled in the art and includes all technical equivalents which operate in a similar manner to

accomplish a similar purpose.

Ranges may be expressed herein as f1'om “about" or “approximately” one particular value

andfor to “about” or “approximately” another particular value. When such a range is expressed,

another embodiment includes from the one particular value andfor to the other particular value.

By “comprising” or “containing” or "including" is meant that at least the named

compound, element, particle, or method step is present in the composition or article or method,

but does not exclude the presence of other compounds, materials, panicles, method steps, even if

the other such compounds, material, particles, method steps have the same function as what is

named.

It is also to be understood that the mention of one or more method steps does not

preclude the presence of additional method steps or intervening method steps between those

steps expressly identified. Similarly, it is also to be understood that the mention of one or more

components in a fabric or system does not preclude the presence of additional components or

intervening components between those components expressly identified.

Referring now in detail to the drawing figures, wherein like reference numerals represent

like parts throughout the several views. the present invention of Figs. 1 and 4 provides a sheet

10 shown having dimensions of 102 inches in length and 91 inches in width. The material is

manufactured f1'om performance fabric, which can include, for example. varying amounts of one

or more of Lycra, Coolmax, Thermax and Thermastat. In a preferred embodiment. the fabric is

treated so that the fabric has antimicrobial properties. By using circular-knit performance fabric,

the fabric is able to provide elasticity in all four directions. This property allows for the sheet to

tit extraordinary mattress, cushion and bedding shapes, as well as providing better fits for

traditional rectangular sheets. By using performance fabrics, the sheet has elastic properties that

allow stretching in the directions shown as 30. In addition, by using circular-knit performance
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